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Vermont Republican Senator William Paul Dillingham served for twenty-three
years in the U.S. Senate and is best remembered as the chair of the 1907-1911
Immigration Commission. Senator Dillingham shaped twentieth century federal
immigration policy by establishing, in the early 1920s, a system of racial and ethnic
immigration quotas, a scheme that endured until the 1960s. This paper seeks to
contextualize Dillingham by addressing the Vermont origins of the senator’s nativism. It
also suggests how Dillingham illustrates the shift away from harsh nineteenth-century
anti-Catholic immigrant rhetoric toward what Jackson Lears terms the “neutral language”
of Progressive era social science in order to achieve the goal of controlling the arrival of
undesirable immigrants. Arguably, Dillingham’s response to the question of immigration
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century bequeathed a troubling legacy.
Expanding the logic underwriting the infamous 1896 Pessy v. Fergson decision,
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Dillingham succeeded in creating a state sanctioned racial and ethnic classification
scheme at the national level.2
As a representative figure of Victorian middle-class respectability and decorum,
Dillingham avoided shrill, bombastic anti-immigrant rhetoric employed by many
restrictionists. He therefore appears, as Robert Zeidel has recently argued, to be best
understood as a “moderate restrictionist.” Nonetheless, Dillingham firmly supported
expanding the power of the federal government to determine the racial and ethnic identity
of immigrants and to use such classifications to limit the arrival of newcomers to the
United States. While northern European Protestants appeared to Dillingham as the most
promising stock to preserve a rural republic, he believed that southern and eastern
Europeans were predisposed to huddle in ethnic enclaves in urban industrial America.
New arrivals who refused to take up farming and contribute to the economic viability of
rural America, Dillingham argued repeatedly, had to remain segregated beyond the
boundaries of American civilization.3
Dillingham’s nativism derived from his New England Yankee background.
Indeed, in his home state of Vermont an unexamined tradition of nativism existed before
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social Darwinism lent scientific credibility to anti-immigrant assertions. His strain of
nativism centered on the assumption that rural communities of Anglo-Saxon Protestants
instilled virtue, whereas cities bred immorality, disease, poverty, and crime. Vermont
proved to be fertile ground for this type of nativist argument as the state’s farming
population declined after the mid-nineteenth century and the republic became
increasingly urban. Immigration restriction appealed to Vermonters as a mechanism to
promote healthy rural economic development and to preserve the ideals that reflected
rural life. These ideals centered on property rights, morality, and orderly behavior.
Dillingham, born into prominent Vermont family in 1843 (his father Paul Dillingham had
served in the U.S. House of Representatives in the 1840s and as Governor of Vermont in
1865 and 1866), grew up in an environment where rural New England life appeared
threatened by the growth of cities and the arrival of immigrants from diverse
backgrounds.
Like many areas of the Northeast, Vermont experienced intense anti-Catholicism
in the late 1840s as Irish Catholic immigrants flocked to the state to find work
constructing railroads. When cases of cholera appeared in Burlington in 1849 – part of a
larger epidemic that struck the East Coast - many pointed to the Irish Catholic as the
cause and linked them to a host of social ills.4 Authorities in Burlington warned that
these “immigrants are both paupers, and diseased, and become a charge upon the Town,
and a cause of sickness, and source of danger to the public health.” To meet the danger
posed by infected immigrants, a physician was authorized to inspect those who arrived
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via Lake Champlain and a $100 fine was imposed on steamship captains who did not
comply with the inspections.5
The rise of the Know-Nothing (American) Party in Vermont in the 1850s
illustrated the intensification of anti-Catholic nativism in the state. Thousands of
Vermonters joined Know-Nothing councils and swore oaths of allegiance to protect the
republic “against every form of foreign influence.”6 By some estimates more than 100
members of the Vermont House represented Know-Nothingism in 1856. Ryland
Fletcher, a Know-Nothing leader, served as Republican lieutenant governor in 1854 and
1855 an as governor from 1856 to 1857. Fletcher condemned Catholic immigrants,
proclaiming that they brought the “mortal disease [of] monarchy and despotism, of
Romanism and heathenism . . . which left unchecked would sweep away our most
cherished institutions.” In 1855 Know-Nothings in the state organized the American party
of Vermont. The party’s principles included a pledge to use the power of the federal
government to “secure a modification of the naturalization laws.” 7
Well-known nineteenth century Vermonters echoed the sentiments of the antiimmigrant Know-Nothing party. George Perkins Marsh, a former Vermont congressman,
statesman, and natural philosopher, advocated nativism and was “committed . . . to the
repeal or at least restriction of the right of naturalization, and resistance to Catholic
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commandments.” Marsh declared that “our liberties are in greater danger from the
political principles of Catholicism than from any other cause.”8
When the sectional conflict over slavery split the national Know-Nothing
organization, former Vermont council members were absorbed into the new Republican
Party. Prominent Vermont Republican leaders, most notably U.S. Senator Justin Smith
Morrill, combined nativism with the party policy of protectionism. Morrill introduced
successful protective tariff legislation along with bills for establishing (land-grant)
agricultural and manufacturing colleges to foster husbandry and domestic production. He
also turned his attention to immigration; in 1887 he proposed a bill in Congress to restrict
undesirable immigrants. Morrill warned that the “future character of the American
people . . . republican institutions, higher wages, land homesteads, [and] universal
education” were threatened by immigrants who settled in “the most inferior and wretched
abodes found in cities, and [who] will not accept of health and prosperous homes
elsewhere.” Applying the doctrine of social Darwinism espoused by Herbert Spencer,
Morrill argued that race and ethnicity predetermined the ability to become Americanized.
In a speech on the Senate floor, the senator employed the harsh, racist rhetoric of social
Darwinism, declaring that southern and eastern Europeans bore “the mark of Cain” and
constituted a class of “outcasts and criminals,” imbeciles, idiots, and lunatics. They
differed profoundly, he asserted, from the “Celtic, Anglo-Saxon, Scandinavian and
German immigrants [who] have been easily digested and assimilated.”9
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Like other nineteenth century Vermonters, Morrill’s successor in the U.S. Senate,
William Paul Dillingham, evinced the state’s rural biases on questions of immigration.
Dillingham’s involvement in immigration began during his single term as governor of
Vermont. Elected in 1888, Dillingham included in his opening address to the legislature
an admonition to its members to guard rural Protestant ideals by enforcing legislation to
correct social ills associated with immigrants. Avoiding harsh anti-Catholic immigrant
rhetoric, Dillingham directed that “The laws for the encouragement of virtue and
prevention of vice and immorality ought to be kept constantly in force.”10
Rural depopulation presented the most immediate problem facing Governor
Dillingham. Indeed, Dillingham confronted a decade of acute agricultural decline as rural
Vermonters migrated to Burlington and Rutland, to the industrialized Northeastern cities,
and to the American West. From 1880 to 1890 the population of Vermont grew by only
136 people.11 In a move that foreshadowed his efforts in the U.S. Senate, Dillingham
responded to Vermont’s acute rural crisis by creating a commission to study ways to
induce settlement of abandoned hilltown farms. He appointed A. B. Valentine of
Bennington to head the inquiry and to ascertain whether “legislative action” should be
taken for “the permanent establishment of a [state] bureau or commissioner of
immigration.” The governor instructed Valentine to collect “statistical material” on the
prices of farm property, compare those figures to those of other states, and investigate the
methods other states used to encourage immigrants to take up farming.12 The
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commissioner sent questionnaires to all Vermont towns to establish the amount and
location of the most severely depopulated areas. From the figures he gathered, Valentine
reported that 10 percent of Vermont farmland that had once been cultivated lay fallow.13
In addition to gathering statistical data, the governor also authorized Valentine to
travel to the West to personally observe the characteristics of immigrants who were
settling there and determine the most desirable group to repopulate Vermont. The
commissioner concluded that “the hard-working, honest Scandinavian” immigrant could
answer Vermont’s problems. He asserted that geographical similarities between
Scandinavia and Vermont made Swedes uniquely suited to Vermont’s climate.
Upholding the central place of literacy, the Swedes “are well educated, and hasten to
have their children attend school where English only is spoken.” Moral and virtuous,
“they are temperate in the habits and are religiously inclined.”14 In short, these
immigrants from northern Europe fit Governor Dillingham’s cultural vision of rural
Americanism, a vision that blended the old strain of anti-Catholicism with the scientific
racism of social Darwinism.
Acting on the commissioner’s findings, the governor directed that maps of
Vermont be sent to Sweden to publicize the opportunities the state offered. This effort
persuaded twenty-seven Swedish families to emigrate. Arriving in April 1890, they
traveled from New York City to the hilltowns of Wilmington, Weston, and Vershire.
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Dillingham personally visited the towns to welcome them. Celebrating the new arrivals’
Protestantism, he noted approvingly that “like our forefathers, they brought their pastor
with them.”15
Dillingham’s use of an immigration commission as governor of Vermont in the
late 1880s anticipated his latter work as chair of the Congressional Immigration
Commission. Dillingham relied on statistical information, data that providing the report
with a foundation of respectable objective facts. The governor also personally avoided
shrill anti-immigrant rhetoric and the strident scientific racism of the social Darwinists.
(Other Vermonters, such as writer Rowland Robinson, used unrestrained anti-immigrant
language. According to Robinson, Catholic French Canadian immigrants were
“heretics,” natural born thieves whose “fingers were as light as their hearts,” who would
poison the state with “litters of filthy brats.”)16 Governor Dillingham’s selection of
Swedes as the most desirable migrants to Vermont made abundantly clear his preference
for Protestant newcomers from northern Europe. In his valedictory to the legislature,
Dillingham employed reserved language to reemphasize the reasons for his selection of
Swedes. The governor declared that a rural proletariat composed of a Catholic “foreignborn population” could not “be depended upon to maintain the number of our farmers,”
whereas Swedes contributed “a great and lasting benefit to the State.”17
The exaltation of Anglo-Saxonism - evidenced in Dillingham’s immigration
efforts as governor - carried over into the formation of Vermont hereditary societies. One
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of these, the Society of Colonial Wars, germinated in New York City in 1892 and spread
quickly throughout the Northeast. Dillingham played a key role in establishing the
Vermont chapter in 1894. Requiring of members sound “moral character” and proof of
direct family lineage to colonists who fought for independence during the American
Revolution, the society aimed at “perpetuating the memory” of the colonial past. The
organization claimed Protestants as the true founders and guardians of the principles that
defined the republic’s moral and ethical standards. From 1894 to 1896 Dillingham
served as legal council to the society without compensation, and later he served as
president. In the 1890s he joined and served as president of the Vermont Society of the
Sons of the American Revolution. (Dillingham traced his own ancestry to the settlers of
the Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1630.) Dillingham’s active involvement in these
hereditary societies bolstered his romantic vision of Anglo-Saxonism and heightened his
perception of the inferiority of immigrants who came from different stock than did his
English Puritan forebears.18
The death of Senator Morrill in October 1899 propelled Dillingham to the U.S.
Senate, beginning what became a twentieth-three year senatorial career that led the
former Vermont governor to become an acknowledged Republican expert on immigration
control. Elected by the Vermont legislature to complete Morrill’s unexpired term,
Dillingham first took his seat in the Senate in December 1900. Republican control
facilitated his quick access to the Senate leadership.19 In 1901 Dillingham served on the
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Committee on Transportation Routes to the Seaboard, which examined immigration
routes from Europe; the following year he was named chairman.20 After fellow Vermont
Senator Redfield Proctor left the Senate Immigration Committee in January 1902,
Dillingham took his place.21 His first speech on the Senate floor in April 1902 initiated
debate over the terms of restriction on Chinese immigration, which had come up for
renewal. He declared that even though he had “not come into contact with this class of
people,” barring the Chinese from entry into the country constituted the best method to
“protect American labor.” After a protracted debate, the Senate voted with Dillingham for
the permanent exclusion of the Chinese “coolie laborer.”22
Reelected to a full term by an overwhelming majority in the Vermont legislature
in 1903, Dillingham continued to press for limits on immigration.23 Named chairman of
the Senate Immigration Committee in 1903, he promoted the immigration act passed that
year. The law mandated a two-dollar head tax on each immigrant to establish an
“immigration fund” for the maintenance of ports of arrival. Proof of the increased
concern over the economic dimension of immigration, the law transferred immigration
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responsibilities from the Treasury Department to the newly created Department of
Commerce and Labor.24
In the following years Dillingham concentrated on securing immigrant farm labor
and advocated the creation of an informational display bureau at Ellis Island to describe
the opportunities of rural life, another example of his sustained effort to induce migrants
to reside in rural America.25 Dillingham also sought to alleviate overcrowding in
immigrant tenement districts. He supported medical and mental examinations of
immigrants to prevent the entry of the feebleminded and those who carried disease. For
Dillingham, it was obvious that diseased and feeble-minded newcomers avoided life in
the countryside, preferring instead to live in crowded tenements.26
In 1906, at the behest of President Theodore Roosevelt, who had appealed to
Congress to limit the “wrong” sort of immigrant and to find a method to induce
immigrants to settle “the land and keep them away from the congested tenement-house
districts of the great cities,” Dillingham offered amendments designed to overhaul
immigration policy.27 In a speech defending his amendments, Dillingham highlighted the
difference he viewed between outspoken restrictionists and those who favored a system
of selection.
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There are in this country two classes of persons who differ
in judgment as to the policy to be adopted to control immigration.
One class is made up of pronounced restrictionists who
favor drastic measures for the reduction of the number admitted.
The other class think that the demand for labor should
govern the number admitted, but that we should select from
those offering themselves, and permit only those to enter who
are sound in mind, sound in body, sound in morals, and fit to
become fathers and mothers of American children. The present
law was based upon this latter principle — the principle of
selection — and the amendments proposed in this bill were framed
in accordance with this principle.
By presenting his amendments as a contrast to the “drastic measures” demanded by
ardent restrictionists, Dillingham downplayed the hard edge of his own rhetoric. Afterall,
as readers of The Origin of Species knew, the phrase “principle of selection” was that of
Darwin, the basis for the evolutionary theories put forth by Herbert Spencer. In reality the
goals of restrictionists and those who favored selection remained largely the same. For
Dillingham the language and presentation of the immigration question mattered greatly.
Indeed, he seemed acutely aware of the ways in which bombastic nativist rhetoric might
alienate Victorian middle-class progressive sensibilities. His amendments passed,
paving the way for the creation of the what would become popularly known as the
Dillingham Commission, the most exhaustive investigation of subject every conducted.28

In 1911, after four years of exhaustive study (the findings of which filled fortyone volumes of Senate reports), Dillingham submitted to Congress a list of potential
methods to restrict immigration from southern and eastern Europe. Authenticated by
Progressive science and justified “by economic, moral, and social considerations,” the
commission’s list of solutions to the “immigration question” began by proposing literacy
tests.29 (The proposed literacy test laid bare the objectives of Dillingham and other
restrictionists committed to limiting the arrival of southern and eastern Europeans. As
Robert Zeidel points, “the literacy test had become the restriction of choice among
members of Congress” in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Literacy tests
had also been a preferred method of disenfranchising southern blacks.30) A second
recommendation advocated quotas by national origin to limit “the number of each race
arriving each year to a certain percentage.”31 The proposed quotas illustrated how
progressive science could be an effective tool for restriction. Indeed, the commission had
devised a masterful method of making use of seemingly innocuous and neutral statistical
data in order to limit the number of non-Protestant immigrants from southern and eastern
Europe. The proposed quotas also highlighted the commission’s insistence that the
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federal government use “race” as the determining factor in admitting newcomers to the
United States.
In the wake of the commission’s findings, Dillingham worked tirelessly to restrict
immigrants from southern and eastern Europe. In the Senate in 1912 he introduced a bill
calling for reading and writing (literacy) tests as well as increased federal authority to
exclude and deport undesirables. Although Congress passed an amended version of the
measure, President William Howard Taft vetoed it and the House failed to override the
veto.32 Undeterred by his defeat of his proposal for a literacy test, Dillingham turned to
the second recommendation of the commission, racially based national origins quotas.
Introduced in 1913, Dillingham’s proposal, the first of its kind in U.S. history, called for
limiting immigration to 10 percent of the number of nationals in residence according to
the 1910 census. Although the quotas encouraged the immigration of northern and
western Europeans, Dillingham predicted that the numbers arriving from southern and
eastern Europe would be checked. Congress took no action on the bill.33
After spending 1914 successfully campaigning for re-election to the Senate,
Dillingham resumed the drive for literacy tests. President Woodrow Wilson’s veto of a
1915 literacy test bill that Dillingham sponsored frustrated the senator, and on the Senate
floor he expounded on the danger of a nation of cities populated by immigrants. He
disdained southern and eastern European newcomers, who ignored “the inducements held
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out by the farmers of America, [and] in spite of all the advantages the aliens might enjoy
in country districts . . . move in racial groups . . . [to] the centers of industry.”34 In 1916,
Dillingham declared, “If we adopted the education [literacy] test, it would substantially
decrease . . . the races coming here without families . . . [who] will not . . . aid in the
agriculture of America.” By 1916, Dillingham anti-immigrant rhetoric had clearly shifted
to the use of race as the criteria for determining the immigrant groups that were
predisposed to take up farming.35
In 1917 Dillingham successfully shepherded through the Senate a House bill
calling for literacy tests. Although President Wilson again vetoed the measure, the
patriotism intensified by the war aroused sentiment in favor of the test and Congress
overrode the veto.36 Within three years, however, debates over immigration restriction
resumed as many in Congress perceived that the tests failed to sufficiently limit southern
and eastern Europeans. Moreover, fears that an urban nation was rapidly supplanting an
agrarian republic were confirmed by the 1920 census, which indicated that for the first
time more people in the United States lived in cities than in rural areas.37
In December 1920 Dillingham resuscitated his proposal for national origin quotas
by introducing a bill to limit immigration to 3 percent of the number of each nationality
in residence in 1910. Dillingham presented his bill as an alternative to a measure
proposed by Republican congressman Albert Johnson of Washington that called for a
yearlong suspension of all immigration. Dillingham touted his bill, also a temporary one34
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year measure, as a means to avoid the return to prewar levels of immigration and to avert
the possibility of an oversupply of labor to America’s depressed industries.38
In May 1921 Dillingham’s quotas easily passed in Congress.39 Dillingham lived
to see the renewal of his system in 1922. After his death in 1923, strong nativist
tendencies in Congress prompted the quotas to be reduced to 2 percent of the each
nationality resident in 1890. Dillingham had brought Vermont’s nativist sentiments into
play in the formulation of U.S. immigration policy, establishing a pattern of restrictive
laws that endured until 1968.
Vermont nativists perceived the transformation of the United States from a
homogenous rural Protestant republic to a culturally heterogeneous urban industrial
nation as a loss of virtue. Their alarm mounted as the state experienced a decline in rural
population and economic stagnation in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Scientific theories abetted nativist assertions, seeming to provide credibility to arguments
for immigration restriction. Nativists in Vermont ascribed a loss of American ideals,
identity, and status to immigrants and took part in national nativist reactions by striking at
what they believed to be the sources of rural decay. As a result of Dillingham’s efforts to
ensure the vitality of rural America, the federal government gained new and
unprecedented authority to determine the race and ethnicity of individuals. Ironically,
this power of the state not only survived the end of the quota system but has since been
employed in ways never anticipated by nativists.
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